The Ascent Series IGU
Creating a comfortable living space is the goal
of every homeowner, and your windows have
a big effect on that comfort, especially when
your home is at altitude.
The Ascent Series IGU from AGNORA uses
leading edge technology to ensure your
luxury windows are sealed at the factory.
We supply sealed, argon filled IGUs that
create exceptional thermal efficiency and
performance for windows over 2000’ above
sea-level.
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Beautiful windows should be headache free and the Ascent IGU
by AGNORA is just that.
No additional tools, no additional labour. Just install and enjoy.
The perfect window for the perfect home.

B E A U T I F U L LY S E A L E D
Receive argon filled Insulated Glass Units (IGU’s) that are sealed
up to 12,000 ft. We use specialty equipment to accurately
pressurize the IGU to the exact altitude at installation resulting in
an internal pressure specific to your home, thereby eliminating
any deflection or loss of argon gas before installation.

N O A D D I T I O N A L I N S TA L L
The old style of ‘capillary tubes’ require the window installer to
close or “cap” once the window arrives to its final destination,
often requiring the IGU to bleed argon over the course of 48
hours.
The Ascent IGU eliminates the risk carried by additional work
performed on the IGU at site as well as escaping argon,
protecting your investment and maximizing your comfort.

T H O R O U G H LY T E S T E D
AGNORA rigorously tests its Ascent IGU’s to ensure the internal
pressures are in perfect alignment with overall unit size, spacer
width, glass thickness and final altitude.
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